
NOTES AND NEWS
SPESSARTITE FROM AVONDA],E, DELAWARE COUNTY,

PENNS}'I,VANIA

Lnsrnn W. Srnocr, Academy of Nafural, Sciences of philod,elphi,a.

ln 1926 L. Leigh Fernor,l after a study of several garnets from India, arrived
at the conclusion that three new garnet molecules were present, which he called:

Skiagite 3 FeO. Feroa.J SiOg
Calderite 3 MnO. FezOa. 3 SiOz
Blythite 3 MnO. MnzOa. 3 SiOg

Subsequently, Shannon analyzed a gamet from Amelia, Virginia,2 and from
Gwynns Falls, Baltimore, Md.s Both of these garnets contain considerable
manganese. By calculating a portion of the manganese found as the new molecule
"blythite," shannon was able to derive a formula for the Amelia garnet which
gave better agreement with the garnet formula.

The large garnet crystals from Avondale, so conspicuous in every large collection,
are likewise sufficiently high in manganese to be classified as the spessartite variety.
It was thought advisable to reinvestigate the Avondale garnet,{ employing all the
necessary precautions which are so indispensible in mineral analysis, and exercising
special care in the accurate separation of iron, manganese and aluminum.

Loceruy. The garnet crystals are found in Leiper,s euarry, Avondale, on the
east bank of Crum Creek one mile south of Swarthmore, Delaware County, penn-
sylvania.6

spar, muscovite, and occasionally secondary torbernite.
Drscnrprrow o' spncrunr.r. A specimen from the collection of the Academy of

A broken corner from the larger crystal was removed for analysis and for
physical determinations. The mineral was crushed to fragments of 1 mm. size in an
agate mortar and examined with the microscope. AII fragments attached to or
containing any impurity were discarded; the main impurities being quartz, feldspar,
and mica. These minerals occurred scattered through the garnet in considerable
quantity even though the crystal appeared very clear. AII the clear glassy grains
were separated and crushed finer, and all impurities again sorted out. Only per-
fectly clear grains were used for the analysis. The powder when examined under
polarized light was found to be homogeneous and isotropic. The powdered mineral
was pale salmon in color.
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Pgvsrcer- Drtrrunlr.ltrows

Runecrrl'r Ironx. The index of refraction was determined by the powder

immersion method, and the index of the liquid ascertained on a goniometer by means

of a hollow 30o prism. This gave the value z:1.805.

Spncrrrc Gnewrv. The specific gravity was determined by adjusting a Clerici

solution until grains neittrer floated nor sank. The gravity of the solution was thel

determined by means of a pycnometer. The value 4.1!7 was obtained. 
'

Cmmcll Awlr-Ysrs

The analytical methods recommended by H. S. WashingtonT for the determi-

nation and separation of the various elements occurring in minerals, were closely

followed. The sample used weighed 0.5895 grams. The details of the various opera-

tions lvill be omitted, but the greatest care was exercised as to technique, cleanliness,

purity of reagents, and proper removal of excess salts before attempting to pre-

cipitate any element.

It is necessary to emphasize the point that considerable SiO: comes down with

the iron and aluminum and even with calcium, and that some iron and aluminum

also precipi(ate with SiO:. Therefore it is necessary to separate these precipitates

and return the second or contaminating elernents to their proper portions. Titanium

was tested for but found absent.

AN.qr.vsrs or SPESsARTTTE
Leiper's Quarry, Avondale, Delaware Co., Pa.

Lester W. Strock, Analyst.

Grossu-
Analysis Mol. Spessartite Almandite larite Sum

Ratios Molecule Molecule Molecule III-V

V]IVil

sioz 36.52 0.6084
Alroa 2t.oo 0.2055
FeO t4.27 0.1983
MnO 26.41 0.3723
CaO 1.88 0.0336

100.08
MoI. percentages

0.3722 0.1983 0.0336 0.ff i42
o.r24r 0.0661 0.0112 0.2014

0.1983 0.1983
0.3723 0.3723

.0336 0.0336

61.6 32.8 5.6

It will be seen from the above that the Avondale garnet is a member of the

almandite-spessartite series, with spessartite as the major constituent. Most of

the garnets of granite pegmatite belong to this series.3 Fords has pointed out that

whenever a garnet contains three constituent molecules, two are always present in

larger amounts, while the third is present as a minor constituent-less than 10

per cent of the whole. This is true of the Avondale garnet.

It was not necessary to assume any manganese present in the trivalent state,

as a "blythite" molecule, in order to compute a satisfactory formula; the analysis

shows a slight excess of RzOa, which however is within the limit of analytical ertor.
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BOOK REVIEWS

PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES. Mrcnarr. WnrNsrrrr.r. VIII

f 138 pp., with a colored frontispiece and 16 full pbge illustrations. Sir Isaac
Pitman & Sons, Ltd., Lond.on, 1929.

This book aims to present the more important facts concerning gems in a
concise, ieadable, and non-technical manner and should appeal to the general reader
interested in precious and semi-precious stones.

The physical properties of gems, cutting of stones, artificial staining, and weight
and prices are all considered briefly, as is also the subject of real, synthetic, and
immitation stones. In the rnore general part most of the minerals used as gems, as
well as pearl, amber, coral, and jet, are discussed. There is also a chapter entitlec

"Superstition and Gem Stones" and an appendix in which gem materials are
arranged according to color, chemical composition, hardness, specific gravity,

dichroism, indices of refraction, and locality.
While the material is on the whole well presented, there are a number of un-

pardonable errors. For example, the statements on pages 5 and 40 that nearly all
synthetic stones are made in Germany and France and that "The term'corundum'
must not be confused with the abrasive material carborundum, which is corundum
mixed with heavy minerals, such as mdgnetite and hematite, all of lower hardness,"
are incorrect and should be revised.

The frontispiece and the various half-tone illustrations are very good.

Enwern H. Kneus

DIAMOND-A DESCRIPTIVE TREATISE. J. R. Surrox. XII+ 118, with 1 11
full page illustrations. Thomas Murby & Co., Lonilon, t928.

This book is based largely upon observations over a period of 35 years in the
diamond fields of Africa, and is designed for the general reader and lover of gem
stones. Although the author gives rnuch general information conceming the various




